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 Rotator cuff tears are a common source of shoulder pain that requires conservative 
management or surgical intervention to heal and regain proper function. During both 
interventions, prescribed exercise programs are given to patients as they increase range of motion 
(ROM) and improve patient outcome scores. However, when tasked with completing exercises in 
the home, patient adherence usually decreases and is subjectively monitored by the patient 
themselves. Wearable sensor devices, such as smartwatches, demonstrate feasibility to 
objectively track shoulder exercise adherence using machine learning, but these algorithms 
require a broad range of training data in order to accurately classify exercise type. Further, to 
monitor shoulder exercise rehabilitation, sensor training data should include compensatory 
exercise performance associated with symptomatic individuals. However, capturing this 
movement data from a symptomatic population presents a number of challenges. To address this 
problem, the objective of this study was to determine if asymptomatic individuals can simulate 
compensatory movement cues associated with subacromial impingement during various 
rehabilitative shoulder exercises.  
 Seventeen participants (10 asymptomatic and 7 symptomatic for subacromial 
impingement) performed twenty repetitions of six evidence-based shoulder exercises following 
standard and compensatory movement cues based on their group classification. Kinematics of 
the torso and upper limbs were collected to identify changes in maximum angle and ROM for 
torso, thoracohumeral and elbow joint angles. Time-series joint angle data were compared for the 
standard and compensatory conditions performed by the asymptomatic group using statistical 
parametric mapping (SPM). Symptomatic and asymptomatic (compensatory) were compared 
using maximum angle and ROM measures. 
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 Asymptomatic participants were successful in simulating compensatory movement cues 
based on changes in their time-series data. Differences occurred in the middle portion of the 
thoracohumeral elevation time-series profile during the flexion (p < 0.05), scaption (p < 0.05), 
and abduction (p < 0.05) exercises. Further, these simulated compensatory movements were 
similar to the movement patterns of some symptomatic participants. Overall, these results 
suggest that asymptomatic individuals can execute both standard and compensatory movement 
cues. The variability of the data collected represents a spectrum between worst-case 
compensatory and best-case proper movement for the six shoulder exercises performed. Further 
research is needed to better understand the range of symptomatic exercise performance in order 
to refine the movement cue instructions for asymptomatic individual performance. Data and 
findings from this work provide crucial groundwork towards the development of improved 
machine learning algorithms for sensor-based tracking of rehabilitative shoulder exercise 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 Rotator cuff tears (RCT) are a common source of shoulder pain in older adults. The 
occurrence of partial-thickness and full-thickness tears increases after the age of 50, with a 13% 
likelihood of adults in their fifties developing a rotator cuff tear. This incidence increases to 
20%, 31% and 51% as adults age into their sixties, seventies and eighties, respectively 
(Tempelhof et al., 1999). RCT account for approximately 33% of all shoulder referrals made for 
rotator cuff disease (Cooper & Ali, 2013). Further, these injuries can severely impact an 
individual’s ability to perform activities of daily living (ADL) (Hall et al., 2011, Vidt et al., 
2016), cause decreases in overall shoulder strength, and negatively impact an individual’s 
perception of their quality of life (MacDermaid et al., 2004).  
 The progression of rotator cuff tears is quite complex and involves intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors. The intrinsic theory, described by Codman (1934), attributes poor blood supply to the 
tendon of the supraspinatus. The lack of blood flow to a specific area of the supraspinatus tendon 
(1cm from the insertion on the humeral head) results in an area that is highly vulnerable to 
degeneration with a reduced ability to heal. The extrinsic theory describes the process of 
subacromial impingement in which the supraspinatus tendon is compressed and damaged in the 
subacromial space (SAS), consisting of the acromion, the coracoacromial ligament and the 
humeral head. According to Vollans & Ali (2016), a combination of intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors leads to the development of RCT with contributions from age-related degeneration and 
injuries. 
 Many interventions are used to treat rotator cuff tears, from conservative management 
strategies (i.e., physical therapy) to surgical interventions. No strong evidence suggests that one 
treatment option is more advantageous over the other (Ryösä et al., 2017). Therefore, 
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conservative management is usually suggested as an initial treatment modality, as it is less costly 
to the individual and the healthcare system while obtaining similar outcomes to surgical 
interventions. An issue that arises from the conservative management approach is the patient’s 
adherence to at-home exercise protocols, which contributes to the improvement of shoulder 
function and outcome scores. A study done by Kuhn et al. (2013) found that 75% of patients 
with atraumatic full-thickness RCT, who adhered to a 12-week physical therapy program, had 
improvements in range of motion (ROM) and patient reported outcome scores. Adherence to 
evidence-based exercise protocols has been reported around 50% but this decreases drastically 
when the patient’s physical therapy goes unsupervised in the home setting (Holden et al., 2014). 
At the moment, current strategies for tracking at-home exercise program adherence consist of 
discussions with a physiotherapist during appointment attendance, patient exercise diaries or 
journals, and patient self-reports. All of these adherence methods are subjective resulting in 
questionable validity for the therapist. 
A potential solution to objectively monitor physical therapy adherence is use of wearable 
devices; these devices contain inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensors which can recognize 
human activity (Garcia-Ceja et al., 2014; Attal et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015; Picerno et al., 
2015). The majority of commercial smartwatches contain an IMU, making them candidate tools 
for therapists and clinicians to monitor patient progress. Burns et al. (2018) reported that a wrist-
worn smartwatch paired with machine learning (ML) algorithms could recognize seven different 
rotator cuff exercise movements with 99.4% accuracy for a trained and labeled subject-specific 
dataset of healthy subjects. For new subjects (not in the training data set), the classification 
performance decreased to 88.9%. This proof-of-concept study demonstrated that a smartwatch 
could be a feasible method to objectively monitor at-home shoulder physiotherapy exercises; yet, 
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with only small number of subjects examined, the ML model’s classification performance could 
be improved by training with a broader spectrum of shoulder kinematic profiles. However, prior 
to implementing such improvements, there is a need to better understand individual differences 
in shoulder kinematics during rehabilitative exercise performance, specifically between 
symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals. Previous studies evaluating upper extremity 
kinematics of asymptomatic and symptomatic populations have focused on the performance of 
activities of daily living (Kelly et al., 2005; Hall et al., 2011; Vidt et al., 2016). Since most 
individuals recovering from RCT injuries will follow an exercise program in order to regain 
normal function, understanding the kinematic differences during their exercises can provide 
insight into a patient’s recovery progression while reaffirming good movement patterns for 
functional movements, exercises and ADL.  
Despite previous studies demonstrating that wearable devices and IMU sensors are effective 
at tracking and recognizing human activities such as activities of daily living and a variety of 
exercises (Garcia-Ceja et al., 2014; Attal et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015; Picerno et al., 2015, 
Burns et al., 2018), these studies used a healthy asymptomatic group as their sample population 
and generalize results for all individuals based on asymptomatic movements. Typically, there has 
been little to no representation of symptomatic individuals who will likely have different and 
possibly compensatory movements. These compensatory movements can include higher ROM 
and various maximum and minimum joint angles at different segments (McClure et al., 2006; 
Kasten et al., 2009) to allow a symptomatic individual to complete a task or movement while 
minimizing pain at the location of their injury. With previous literature describing different 
compensatory movements in the context of ADL, there is a gap in knowledge when it comes to 
compensatory movement during rehabilitative shoulder exercises which further confirms the 
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need to collect and quantify these movements between asymptomatic and symptomatic groups. 
When it comes to experimental studies, it is often challenging to include symptomatic 
participants as recruitment of symptomatic subjects can be difficult as they may not want to 
worsen their injury, or they may simply have difficulty completing the experimental protocols 
during their visit. In order to build a robust dataset of IMU and kinematic data that could be used 
to train a ML algorithm, it is crucial to include both asymptomatic and symptomatic movements. 
Due to challenges with recruitment of symptomatic individuals, an alternative solution to 
collecting and capturing movements between asymptomatic and symptomatic subjects, as well as 
those progressing in their rehabilitation, could be to have an asymptomatic group perform both 
proper and compensatory movement patterns to generate a large spectrum of data representing 
expected differences between these groups. However, the effectiveness of this approach is 
currently unknown. 
 
1.1 Research Objectives 
 The goal of this thesis was to examine whether a healthy asymptomatic group can 
simulate compensatory shoulder exercise movement cues associated with subacromial 
impingement rotator cuff pathology. This will be assessed by comparing time-series joint angle 
profiles of the asymptomatic individuals performing a series of shoulder exercises under guided 
instruction of movement cues for standard and simulated compensatory exercise performances. 
A secondary goal of this thesis was to determine if specific compensatory movements cues 
simulated by an asymptomatic group best depicts exercise movements of a symptomatic 
population. This will be done by comparing the maximum angle and ROM measures at the 5th, 
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10th, and 15th repetitions of the asymptomatic simulated compensatory performance and the 
symptomatic group’s exercise performance. The related research questions are as followed: 
1) Can healthy asymptomatic participants simulate instructed compensatory movement cues 
associated with a symptomatic rotator cuff population during various rehabilitative 
shoulder exercises? 
2) Are the compensatory movement cues simulated by the asymptomatic group similar to 
the exercise movements of a symptomatic rotator cuff population during a set of various 
rehabilitative shoulder exercises? 
 
1.2 Hypotheses 
1) There will be detectable differences in trunk, thoracohumeral and elbow kinematic 
patterns between standard exercise movements and simulated compensatory exercise 
movements performed by the asymptomatic group. 
2) Asymptomatic individuals performing simulated compensatory shoulder exercise 
movement cues will have similar measures in maximum angle and ROM for trunk, 
thoracohumeral and elbow movements, compared to symptomatic individuals performing 
the same shoulder exercises. 
 
1.3 Relevance 
 Outcomes from this work provide an initial attempt to quantify differences in 
asymptomatic and symptomatic movement patterns and evaluate the ability to simulate 
compensatory movement during rehabilitative shoulder exercises. To date, prior work has only 
examined similar measures with regards to performance of activities of daily living. As such, this 
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work is crucial to better understanding movement patterns of patients suffering from rotator cuff 
injuries and how performing simple functional movements such as shoulder exercises, can be 
used to assess a patient’s progress in their rehabilitation. Furthermore, if the kinematics are able 
to provide evidence that asymptomatic individuals can perform simulated compensatory exercise 
movements that represent a symptomatic population, we would be able to generate a dataset 
encompassing a spectrum of movement variability depicting individuals with asymptomatic and 
symptomatic RCT while avoiding the ethical dilemma of exposing an injured population to 
movements outside of their current ability. The dataset generated by an asymptomatic population 
could be used to improve training of ML algorithms to more accurately recognize both 
rehabilitative shoulder exercises along with the quality of performance based on wrist-worn IMU 
sensor data. This could potentially drive future work to develop ML models which can better 
assist tracking exercise adherence and evaluating exercise performance using wearable devices 
in the home setting, ultimately improving exercise adherence and the outcomes for those 
suffering from rotator cuff tears. 
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 The Shoulder Complex 
 The shoulder complex is composed of the thorax, sternum, clavicle, scapula, and 
humerus. These bones articulate to form the sternoclavicular (SC), acromioclavicular (AC), and 
glenohumeral (GH) joints (Figure 1). These joints allow the coordination of upper extremity 
movement with a high degree of mobility and the capability to exert forces in many directions.  
The sternoclavicular joint is defined as a saddle joint with the medial aspect of the clavicle 
articulating with the clavicular notch of the manubrium and surrounded by the sternoclavicular 
ligament. Clavicular movements of elevation and depression are both limited by the lower and 
upper portions of the joint capsule respectively (Engin, 1980). The acromioclavicular joint is the 
articulation between the lateral aspect of the clavicle and the acromion of the scapula. The joint 
is surrounded by a fibrous capsule and is supported by the acromioclavicular ligaments. The 
sternoclavicular and acromioclavicular joints play a role in clavicular elevation, retraction during 
arm elevation and axial rotation, while the glenohumeral joint and scapulothoracic-gliding plane 
allow arm elevation and axial rotation of the humerus (Veeger & van der Helm, 2007). Veeger 
and van der Helm (2007) define the shoulder as a closed-chain mechanism where the humeral 
head is positioned by the chain formed by the thorax, scapula and clavicle. Changes to the 
mechanism due to pain or anatomical changes result in decreases in shoulder strength and 
function. Due to the functional complexity of the glenohumeral joint, its high degree of mobility 
comes at the cost of reduced inherent stability, requiring the intricate coordination of the 
muscles, ligaments, tendons and connective tissues for functional movements (Huegel et al., 
2015). In order to compensate for the laxity of the glenohumeral capsule and provide sufficient 
stability, the surrounding ligaments and stabilizing muscles are required to compress the head of 
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the humerus or redirect any translational forces towards the articular surface of the glenoid fossa. 
The main ligamentous structures that contributes to glenohumeral stability are the coracohumeral 
ligament, the superior, middle and inferior glenohumeral ligaments (Burkart & Debski, 2002). 
 
 
Figure 1: An anterior view of the bones and ligaments of the shoulder complex (Engin, 1980). 
 
 In addition to the support from ligamentous structures, the glenohumeral joint relies on 
the surrounding musculature to keep the resulting joint reaction forces (JRF) directed into the 
glenoid (Blasier et al., 1997). The muscles contributing to glenohumeral joint stability include 
the muscles of the rotator cuff, deltoid, pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi. Due to the size and 
anatomical arrangement of the rotator cuff muscles around the glenohumeral joint, they are 
primarily responsible for maintaining glenohumeral joint stability. Stability is achieved by 
pulling the head of the humerus towards the glenoid fossa, resulting in an increase of the 
compressive joint reaction force (Veeger & van der Helm, 2007). Assistance from the 
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musculature helps maintain the resulting JRF within the glenoid cavity and ensures that the joint 
does not experience instability in the form of dislocations or subluxations. 
 
2.2 The Rotator Cuff 
 The rotator cuff consists of four muscles: supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor and 
subscapularis (Figure 2). These muscles originate on the body of the scapula and insert on the 
tuberosities of the proximal humerus. The main roles of the rotator cuff muscles are providing 
stability to the glenohumeral joint throughout a wide range of motion and producing humeral 
relative motion. The supraspinatus assists with abduction and external rotation movements of the 
shoulder (Malanga et al., 1996). This muscle has been studied extensively, as it is commonly the 
first muscle of the rotator cuff to become injured. The supraspinatus can be divided into an 
anterior and posterior region with two different functions. The anterior region acts to perform 
glenohumeral movement while the posterior region serves as a stabilizer for the glenohumeral 
joint (Cudlip & Dickerson, 2018; Alenabi et al., 2019). When performing tasks that have various 
working heights and loads, the muscle activation of the supraspinatus increases with workload, 








Figure 3: Interaction between load and elevation angle for the anterior supraspinatus in 
abduction (Cudlip & Dickerson, 2018). 
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 The infraspinatus is involved in external rotation, abduction and flexion movements of 
the shoulder. It can be divided into the superior, middle and inferior regions of the infraspinatus. 
As an external rotator of the shoulder, it has been suggested that 0º of humeral abduction is the 
optimal position for isolating infraspinatus and maximizing force production (Otis et al., 1994; 
Kelly et al., 1996). Alenabi et al. (2018) reported postural modulation of regional activation of 
infraspinatus in isometric contractions. The superior region was more active when participants 
performed external rotation and extension in a prone position, while the middle region of 
infraspinatus was more active during: 1) seated full can test (arm elevated to 60º and 90º in the 
scapular plane), 2) seated empty can test (arm elevated to 60º and 90º in the scapular plane) and 
3) seated flexion with the arm at 90º of elevation. Similar to the infraspinatus, the teres minor 
also acts as an external rotator of the humerus. At angles greater than 60º of abduction, the teres 
minor takes over as the dominant muscle in external rotation of the shoulder (Otis et al., 1994). 
Like other muscles of the rotator cuff, the teres minor can be divided into an upper and lower 
portion, separated by tendinous-like fascia. Hamada et al. (2017) found that the upper and lower 
portion had distinct origin and insertion points with separate innervations from branches of the 
axillary nerve. The upper portion originates from the lateral edge of the scapula and inserts on 
the posterior impression of the greater tuberosity, while the lower portion originates from the 
fascia (between teres minor and infraspinatus) and the inferior surface of the lateral edge of the 
scapula and inserts in the surgical neck of the humerus (Hamada et al., 2017). Although, the teres 
minor is primarily considered an external rotator, it experiences similar activation patterns in 
flexion and abduction as elevation angle increases (Figure 4). This reaffirms the role of teres 
minor as the dominant external rotator of the shoulder when the humerus begins to reach angles 
of elevation greater than 60º. 
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Figure 4: Mean integral electromyography (iEMG) of teres minor during flexion and abduction 
movements (Hamada et al., 2017). 
 
 Lastly, the subscapularis acts primarily as an internal rotator of the humerus but also 
contributes to abduction movements and stability of the glenohumeral joint. It is the largest 
muscle of the rotator cuff originating from the subscapular fossa of the anterior scapula and 
inserts into two locations. As the muscle of the superior two-thirds merges into the subscapularis 
tendon, it inserts onto the lesser tuberosity, bicipital groove and greater tuberosity of the humeral 
head. The inferior third of the muscle forms a muscular attachment that inserts onto the inferior 
aspect of the lesser tuberosity and the anterior aspect of the humeral metaphysis (Morag et al., 
2011). Subscapularis can therefore be divided into an upper and lower segment. Each segment is 
innervated by the upper and lower subscapularis nerves, respectively. With separate innervations, 
the roles of subscapularis can be assigned based on the electromyography (EMG) activity of the 
upper and lower segments. A study performed by Rathi et al. (2017) found that during maximum 
voluntary isometric contractions (MVIC), upper subscapularis showed higher activation during 
internal rotation and lower subscapularis showed higher activation during external rotation. 
These findings suggest that the upper segment of subscapularis is primarily involved in internal 
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rotation movements while the lower segment is more involved in the stabilization of the 
glenohumeral joint. 
 
2.3 Rotator Cuff Tears 
 Rotator cuff tears can be diagnosed with a clinical examination of a patient’s shoulder. 
Confirming the diagnosis is typically done using an ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) scan (Cooper & Ali, 2013; Vollans & Ali, 2016). Patients who suffer from RCT can be 
classified as asymptomatic or symptomatic. Patients who are asymptomatic have shown little to 
no pain (below 3 on a visual analog scale), no loss in ROM and are able to rely on the 
surrounding musculature to maintain normal shoulder function (Kelly et al., 2005). Symptomatic 
patients report pain scores above 3 on a visual analog scale, have decreased ROM of their injured 
arm compared to their unaffected arm and continue to rely on the torn tendon which 
compromises shoulder function (Kelly et al., 2005). With the majority of RCT being 
posterosuperior, meaning they occur more frequently to the supraspinatus and infraspinatus 
tendons, there are three classification systems used to describe the location and size of the tear 
and to assist with the management of the injury. The first system classifies the tear based on its 
size (<1cm = small and >5cm = massive). The second classifies the tear based on its retraction in 
the frontal plane. Lastly, the tear is classified based on the extent of fatty muscle atrophy shown 
on the MRI. These classification systems are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Classification of Rotator Cuff Tears (Vollans & Ali, 2016). 
 
 
As mentioned previously, RCT develop from the culmination of intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors, such as aging and the development of subacromial impingement, resulting in pain and 
weakness of the shoulder. With RCT positively correlating with aging (Milgrom et al., 1995; 
Tempelhof et al., 1999) and over 50% of asymptomatic adults over the age of 60 experiencing 
some form of tear (partial- or full-thickness) (Sher et al., 1995), it is crucial to understand the 
progression of pathology in order to minimize the risk of developing a tear as a population ages. 
Subacromial impingement syndrome (SAIS) is a common symptom that typically precedes a 
partial- or full-thickness tear and is composed of three progressive stages: 1) edema & 
hemorrhage, 2) fibrosis & tendinitis, and 3) tears of the rotator cuff, bicep ruptures, and bone 
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changes (Neer, 1983). SAIS is triggered when there is a reduction in the subacromial space, 
which produces an increase in compressive forces on the structures within the space. Reduction 
in the SAS can occur from the development of fatigue in the rotator cuff muscles during 
activities of work and sport that require a large demand of rotator cuff muscle activity. As fatigue 
develops, changes occur to the kinematics of the upper extremity joints, specifically at the 
glenohumeral and scapulothoracic joints in the form of superior humeral head translation and 
scapula reorientation respectively. These changes often result in the reduction of the subacromial 
space and increase the risk of impingement (Chopp et al., 2010; Chopp-Hurley & Dickerson, 
2015; Chopp-Hurley et al., 2016). Ultimately, the damage occurring from SAIS on these 
interposed structures leads to various rotator cuff pathologies. 
 
2.4 Treatment & Rehabilitation 
 When a patient experiences an asymptomatic or symptomatic RCT, they are typically 
recommended two possible routes for treatment. The first option is non-operative conservative 
management through physical therapy exercises, electrotherapy, acupuncture, injection therapy, 
etc. (Osborne et al., 2016). When a patient with a rotator cuff injury visits a physical therapist, it 
is almost certain that an exercise program consisting of passive ROM, active ROM and 
strengthening exercises will be prescribed in order to progressively improve the patient’s ROM, 
increase strength and restore normal function. Improved outcomes are dependent on the patient’s 
ability to properly perform and execute the exercise program not only in the clinic but in the 
home setting as well. An obstacle that patients may need to overcome are the changes in muscle 
activation and tendency towards compensatory movement patterns that an injury such as RCT or 
the preceding symptoms of shoulder impingement may cause. Ludewig & Cook (2000) reported 
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that participants with symptoms of impingement showed decreased scapular upward rotation, 
increased anterior tipping, increased scapular medial rotation, increased trapezius and decreased 
serratus anterior muscle activity during humeral elevation with different loads. So, for an 
exercise program to be effective, it is crucial to ensure patients are avoiding any compensatory 
movement that may alter their movement patterns and utilize different musculature to 
compensate for the injury. 
 Since there are many rotator cuff exercises that can be added to a program to help 
improve ROM and strength, selection of the proper exercises to fit the needs of the patient must 
be considered while targeting the rotator cuff muscles and surrounding musculature. The goal for 
passive ROM exercises is to reduce post-operative stiffness in the joints and promote tendon-
bone healing (Kluczynski et al., 2014). Exercises such as forward flexion, abduction, scaption 
can be done passively using a cane, broom stick, etc., driven by the uninjured arm to gain motion 
in different planes. Next, active motion and strengthening are needed to progress the 
rehabilitation of the muscles and surrounding structures to prevent a reoccurring injury. To target 
the supraspinatus muscle, exercises such as the empty can (abduction with internal rotation), full 
can (abduction with external rotation) and forward flexion have shown high levels of activation 
in maximal muscle tests at 74%, 64%, 67%, respectively (Hintermeister et al., 1998; Burke et al., 
2002). These exercises will also activate the anterior and middle deltoid and the subscapularis 
muscles. Burke et al. (2002) notes caution from previous studies that the empty can should be 
avoided as a rehabilitation exercises by populations with subacromial impingement or RCT due 
to the increased risk of impingement as the subacromial space is reduced when elevating the arm 
between 70-120º and internally rotating the humerus. They suggest the full can as an alternative 
as the external rotation clears the greater tuberosity from under the acromion during elevation 
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and minimizes the risk of impingement. In order to strengthen the infraspinatus and teres minor 
muscles, variations of external rotation exercises (i.e., external rotation with resistance band at 0º 
abduction and diagonals) have been shown to maximally activate these muscles. Myers et al. 
(2005) reported muscle activations of 84% and 46% for teres minor and infraspinatus during an 
external rotation exercise at 0º of abduction. Lastly, the subscapularis can be strengthened by 
performing exercises involving internal rotation and movements like rows that require increased 
glenohumeral stability. Levels of activation have been reported around 74% for the subscapularis 
when performing internal rotation at 0º of abduction and 88% when performing rows with a 
middle grip posture (Hintermeister et al., 1998; Myers et al., 2005). In summary, there are a 
variety of rehabilitative shoulder exercises that can be performed in order to strengthen the 
shoulder and help individuals return to normal function after suffering a RCT injury. A summary 
of the exercises and different muscles activated during each are found in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Summary of rehabilitative shoulder exercises and the muscles activated during exercise 
performance. 
Exercise Activated Muscles 
Full Can (Scaption/Abduction) 
Supraspinatus, Anterior & Middle Deltoid, 
Subscapularis, Infraspinatus 
Forward Flexion Supraspinatus, Infraspinatus 
Rows 
Supraspinatus, Infraspinatus, Subscapularis, 
Trapezius 
External Rotation Infraspinatus, Teres Minor 
Diagonals Infraspinatus, Teres Minor, Posterior Deltoid 
Internal Rotation Subscapularis, Pectoralis Major 
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If initial conservative management is unsuccessful, the second option is surgical 
intervention through arthroscopic rotator cuff repair. This treatment has been shown to have a 
lower risk of stiffness, deltoid injury and infections, and allows for earlier ROM post-operation 
due to its minimal invasiveness. Proper execution of this method results in a good suture to the 
tendon and suture to bone fixation, minimal suture abrasion, good knot security and optimizes 
footprint coverage to allow tendon to bone healing (Osborne et al., 2016). The post-surgical 
protocol usually consists of an immobilization period of 4-6 weeks that includes some limited 
passive ROM exercises, followed by a 6-week period of progressive passive and active ROM 
and strengthening exercises that resembles the conservative management through exercise 
alternative. Previous studies have evaluated the use of different protocols at different times post-
surgery and it still remains unclear what combination and timing may be the most effective due 
to the individualization of each RCT injury. For example, Raschhofer et al. (2017) compared 
early isometric loading of the rotator cuff to primary passive motion after arthroscopic repair. 
They reported reduction of maximal pain, improvements in Constant-Murley scores after 6 
weeks post-surgery and higher active internal rotation after 12 weeks for the isometric loading 
group. On the contrary, a study done by Longo et al. (2019) evaluated two different post-
operative rehabilitation protocols for two groups that underwent arthroscopic rotator cuff repair. 
One group was excluded from performing passive external rotation, anterior elevation ROM and 
active pendulum exercises during the first two weeks while the other began performing them the 
day after surgery. They reported no significant differences in clinical scores, muscle strength, or 
passive and active ROM between both groups. Additionally, a meta-analysis done by Chang et 
al. (2015) concluded that early passive ROM accelerated recovery from post-operative stiffness 
but was likely to result in improper tendon-bone healing. Thus, the literature remains 
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inconclusive about which post-surgical interventions for rehabilitation may or may not assist in 
quicker return to normal function after surgery and each treatment plan must be tailored to each 
individual patient’s needs in order to maximize their recovery. 
 
2.5 Wearables & Machine Learning for Rehabilitation 
 In recent years, devices such as smartphones, fitness bracelets, and smartwatches have 
been used to track and recognize human performance during simple and complex activities. 
Within these devices, there are several sensors embedded in order to collect different types of 
data such as acceleration, heart rate, rotation, position, magnetic field and light sensitivity 
(Garcia-Ceja et al., 2014). Inertial measurement unit sensors found in smartwatches contain an 
accelerometer, gyroscope and, in some devices, a magnetometer for each axis, allowing it to 
track a person’s acceleration, angular velocity, and change in magnetic field respectively. The 
data being collected provides opportunities for human performance evaluation for activities 
performed in sport, rehabilitation and everyday life. Prior to doing any performance evaluations, 
a critical need is the ability to recognize different activities based on the collected data. Simple 
activities such as running, walking, sitting, etc., can be successfully recognized since they do not 
depend on context, whereas complex and long-term activities (i.e., cooking, shopping, 
exercising, etc.) may be composed of numerous simple activities and require contextual 
information (Garcia-Ceja et al., 2014). In order to track activity outside of a clinical setting, it is 
important to minimize the number of sensors worn by an individual due to inconvenience and 
possible discomfort while maintaining the accuracy of activity recognition. Previous studies 
collecting data from a set of sensors on multiple body locations (i.e. wrist, chest, hip, ankle) 
reported accuracies above 85% for recognition of activities (Maurer et al., 2006; Riboni & 
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Bettini, 2011; Lara et al., 2012). When considering the use of only one wrist-worn sensor, a 
study done by Nguyen et al. (2015) reported that acceleration data was sufficient for ambulation 
activity recognition as accuracy was 91.92% when using a Random Forest (RF) classifier 
individually and 91.98% when using a combination of Random Forest and k-nearest neighbors 
(k-NN) classifiers. Similarly, accuracies for a single wrist-worn sensor have been reported by 
Burns et al. (2018) as mentioned in Section 1.0 of this proposal. Therefore, depending on the 
type of classifier used (individually or some combination of two or more), it is possible to 
achieve high rates of accuracy for activity recognition. 
 In order to train ML algorithms to accurately distinguish between different types and 
qualities of movement associated with human activity during rehabilitation, large and robust data 
sets are required. These large data sets may contain a wide range of variability in movement 
patterns associated with performance of different rehabilitation exercises. For supervised 
learning algorithms, it is essential that the labels and inputs from these data sets are well defined 
to identify the relevant features in the dataset for accurate classification performance. Some data 
sets are made publicly available through the University of California, Irvine Machine Learning 
Repository (i.e., the OPPORTUNITY Activity Recognition Dataset (2010)) in order to test and 
compare performance of human activity recognition algorithms. Examples of supervised ML 
algorithms that are frequently compared in the literature consist of RF, k-NN, support vector 
machine classifier (SVC) and convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) (Maurer et al., 
2006; Lara et al., 2012; Nguyen et al., 2015; Burns et al., 2018). Therefore, the creation of a 
robust data set involving a range of movement patterns for individuals with asymptomatic and 





 Seventeen adults (ten asymptomatic and seven symptomatic for subacromial 
impingement syndrome) participated in this study. An a priori power analysis determined a 
minimum sample of 16 participants (8 participants per group) were required to detect significant 
differences using a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with an alpha (α) value of 
0.05 and a power value (1-β) of 0.8 (Cohen, 1992). Participants were screened and initially 
classified into the asymptomatic or symptomatic group based on self-reported upper extremity 
injuries within the last six months. Classification was finalized for each arm following the 
completion of the Neer impingement test and Hawkins-Kennedy test. All clinical impingement 
tests were performed by the lead researcher to ensure consistency in the evaluation of SAIS. 
Based on the approved study design, University of Waterloo Office of Research Ethics (ORE#: 
23205), participants provided informed written consent prior to participating in the experimental 
data collection. Participant demographics are presented in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Participant demographics (mean ± SD). R indicates right-hand dominant and L 
indicates left-hand dominant. F indicates female participants and M indicates male participants. 
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3.2.1 Motion Capture 
 Three-dimensional kinematic data of the right and left upper limbs and torso were 
collected using a 13-camera VICON MX20 passive optoelectronic motion capture system 
(VICON, Oxford, UK) at a sample rate of 50 Hz. Prior to the participants’ arrival, the collection 
space was calibrated with the origin set to ensure that movements will be performed in the 
positive axes during the experiment. The global coordinate system (GCS) was set to International 
Society of Biomechanics (ISB) standards, where +Y represents up, +X represents forward and 
+Z represents to the right of the origin (Wu & Cavanaugh, 1995). Eighteen individual reflective 
markers were placed on bony landmarks of the right and left upper limbs and torso, following 
ISB recommendations (Table 4, Figure 5) (Wu et al., 2005).  In addition to the individual 
reflective markers, six clusters consisting of three markers each were attached to the forearms, 
upper arms and torso. A five second static calibration trial, with the participant standing in a “T-












Table 4: VICON marker placement based on recommendations from Wu et al. (2005). 
Body Segment Anatomical Landmark 
Thorax 
Spinous Process of the 7th Cervical Vertebra (C7) 
Spinous Process of the 8th Thoracic Vertebra (T8) 
Suprasternal Notch (SS) 
Xiphoid Process (XP) 
Left & Right Acromion Process (ACR) 
Chest Cluster (CHEST1, CHEST2, CHEST3) 
Back Cluster (BACK1, BACK2, BACK3) 
Left & Right Humerus 
Upper Arm Cluster (UA1, UA2, UA3) 
Medial Epicondyle (ME) 
Lateral Epicondyle (LE) 
Left & Right Forearm 
Forearm Cluster (FA1, FA2, FA3) 
Radial Styloid Process (RS) 
Ulnar Styloid Process (US) 
Left & Right Hand 
2nd Metacarpal Joint (MCP2) 




Figure 5: VICON marker placement on the anterior and posterior upper extremities and torso. 
Blue dots represent individual markers and triangles represents marker clusters. 
 
3.3 Experimental Protocol 
 For this study, participants were required to attend one session in the lab lasting 
approximately one and a half to two hours. During this time, they were evaluated for signs of 
impingement and performed 20 repetitions of six common rotator cuff rehabilitation exercises 
consisting of standard and compensatory movement cues with each arm independently. For a 
parallel investigation (outside the scope of this work), the participants wore a smartwatch, 
containing an IMU, on the wrist of the arm performing the exercise. Depending on the outcome 
of the impingement evaluation, participants followed 1 of 2 protocols. The experimental 
protocols are outlined in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Overview of the experimental data collection protocol. Both groups underwent the 
same pre-experimental protocol. After being classified in the asymptomatic or symptomatic 
group from the clinical impingement tests, both groups performed 20 repetitions of 6 rotator cuff 
exercises. Protocol #1 began with exercise 1, following the steps for the right arm and repeating 
them for the left arm prior to moving on to the next exercise. Protocol #2 followed the same 
methodology, but symptomatic participants only performed standard exercise movements with 
their affected arm followed by standard and compensatory movements for their unaffected arm. 
 
3.3.1 Collection Protocol 
 Upon arrival, participants reviewed the information and consent forms, provided written 
informed consent and completed the QuickDASH questionnaire (Appendix A). Participant 
demographics (i.e. age, handedness, etc.) were taken following the completion of the 
questionnaire. Next, participants were evaluated for subacromial impingement syndrome using 
the Neer’s and Hawkins-Kennedy clinical impingement tests (Neer, 1983; Hawkins & Kennedy, 
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1980). Participants who did not show signs of impingement were categorized as asymptomatic 
and completed protocol one for both the left and right arms. If a participant tested positive for 
signs of impingement in both tests, they were categorized as symptomatic. These participants 
followed protocol two that excluded exercises completed with compensatory movement cues for 
their affected arm. Following the clinical impingement tests, individual reflective markers and 
marker clusters were placed on the bony landmarks and segments of participants. Markers and 
clusters were secured using double-sided adhesive tape.  
Before beginning any of the experimental trials, a five second static calibration trial was 
taken with the participant standing in a “T-pose”. For the purpose of this thesis, cues and 
exercise movements indicating ideal exercise performance will be labeled as “standard”, while 
cues and exercise movements indicating compensatory exercise performance will be labeled as 
“compensatory” for the asymptomatic group. Prior to each exercise and condition (standard and 
compensatory), participants who did not test positive for symptoms of impingement received 
verbal and visual cues on how to complete each of the six exercises with standard movement 
cues followed by compensatory movement cues (Table 5). Participants who were classified as 
symptomatic only received verbal and visual cues for standard movement prior to performing 
each of the exercises with their affected arm. Next, they completed the exercises with standard 
and compensatory movement cues with their unaffected arm. Cues associated with standard and 
compensatory movement were compiled from findings in the literature outlining performance 
cues (Hintermeister et al., 1998; Myers et al., 2005; Haberle et al., 2018) and from discussions 
with health professionals who specialize in RCT injuries. For the selected exercises, the goal was 
to have participants focus on completing all movements with the instructed cues, while 
minimizing fatigue and exertion throughout the protocol. To achieve this, a minimum weight of 
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one pound and a light resistance band was used to provide minor resistance during the 
strengthening exercises. Practice time was given to participants to ensure that they were 
comfortable performing each condition of each exercise with its associated cues. The order of the 
performed exercises followed a standard physiotherapy progression starting with ROM exercises 
and moving into muscle strengthening exercises with light weight and resistance bands. 
Asymptomatic participants followed protocol one and performed 20 repetitions of each exercise 
with standard and compensatory movement cues for the left and right arms (totaling 480 
movements), while symptomatic participants followed protocol two and excluded the 
performance of compensatory movement cues for their affected arm (totaling 240-360 
movements). Participants were given a minimum of one minute to rest between trials in order to 
reduce the effects of fatigue from any of the exercises. 
 
Table 5: Standard and compensatory movement cues for six common rotator cuff rehabilitation 
exercises. 





• place hand of the ‘affected’ 
arm on top of the cane 
• keep ‘affected’ arm straight 
• maintain neutral posture 
• use the opposite arm to raise 
the ‘affected’ arm as high as 
possible in the sagittal plane 
• begin in the same position as 
described in proper movement 
• raise the ‘affected’ arm to 90° of 
shoulder flexion 
• shrug the shoulder of the ‘affected’ 
arm when approaching 90º 
• bend the trunk laterally towards the 





• hold a cane across the pelvis 
with arms slightly wider than 
shoulder width 
• let the hand of the ‘affected’ 
arm rest on top of the cane 
• maintain neutral posture 
• raise the ‘unaffected’ arm in 
scaption and let the other 
follow passively 
• begin in the same position as 
described in proper movement 
• raise the arms to 90º of elevation, 
leading with the ‘unaffected’ arm 
• shrug the shoulder of the ‘affected’ 
arm when approaching 90º 
• bend the trunk laterally towards the 






• maintain neutral posture 
• keep the moving arm straight 
and thumb pointed towards the 
ceiling 
• raise the arm in the frontal 
plane as high as possible while 
maintaining control on the 
ascent and descent 
• begin in the same position as 
described in proper movement 
• raise the arm to 90º of shoulder 
abduction 
• shrug the shoulder of the moving arm 
when approaching 90º 







• start with the elbow bent at 90º 
and tucked against the torso, 
thumb pointing upward 
• maintain neutral wrist position 
and posture 
• start with a fist pointing 
forward and bring the forearm 
towards the stomach, keeping 
the elbow tucked 
• maintain control on the return 
• begin in the same position as 
described in proper movement 
• when bringing the forearm towards 
the stomach, let the elbow come off 
the torso 
• shrug the shoulder of the arm 
performing the movement 
• rotate the torso in the same direction 






• start with the elbow bent at 90º 
and tucked against the torso, 
thumb pointing upward 
• maintain neutral wrist position 
and posture 
• start with a fist pointing 
forward and rotate the forearm 
outward, keeping the elbow 
tucked 
• maintain control on the return 
• begin in the same position as 
described in proper movement 
• when rotating the forearm outwards, 
let the elbow come off the torso 
• shrug the shoulder of the arm 
performing the movement 
• rotate the torso in the same direction 





• maintain neutral posture 
• start with the arms slightly 
extended, thumbs pointing 
upward and pull the band 
straight back 
• retract the scapula 
• maintain control on the return 
• begin in the same position as 
described in proper movement 
• pull the band upwards in a diagonal 
motion towards the shoulders 
• shrug the shoulders 





3.4 Data Analysis 
3.4.1 Motion Capture Processing 
 Raw three-dimensional kinematic data was visually inspected and labeled using the 
VICON Nexus 1.8.5 software (VICON, Oxford, UK). If gaps (50 frames or less) were found in a 
marker’s trajectory due to marker drop-out, they were gap-filled using the pattern fill function in 
the VICON software. This function copies the movement pattern of another marker on the same 
segment that has no gaps and fills the trajectory with that same movement pattern. To remove 
high frequency noise content, all kinematic data was filtered with a dual pass, second order, low-
pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency set to 4Hz, since human movement occurs 
between 0-6Hz (Winter, 2009). The static calibration trial was used to develop rotation matrices 
between the anatomical axis systems and the cluster axis systems of the torso, upper arms and 
forearms. These rotation matrices allow the use of three-dimensional position data from the 
cluster markers to compute joint angles, which are less sensitive to skin motion artifact compared 
to the anatomical markers (Leardini et al., 2005; Winter, 2009). During the calibration trial, local 
coordinate systems (LCS) were calculated using the anatomical markers of the torso, humeri, and 
forearms, following ISB recommendations (Table 6) (Wu et al., 2005). LCS were also calculated 
for the marker clusters placed on the back, upper arms, and forearms. The segment rotation 
matrix between the cluster axis [M] and anatomical systems [A], the “[M to A] rotation matrix”, 
was computed for each segment cluster relative to its respective anatomical frame of reference. It 
is assumed that the relationship between the cluster and anatomical axis systems remained 




Table 6: Local coordinate systems for the thorax, humerus and forearm segments as outlined by 
Wu et al. (2005). 
 
During each exercise trial, the glenohumeral joint center position was calculated by 
subtracting 60mm from the acromion marker along the Y-axis of the torso segment (Nussbaum 
& Zhang, 2000). The elbow and wrist joint centers were calculated from the midpoint between 
the medial and lateral epicondyles and the radial and ulnar styloid processes, respectively. To 
compute joint angles for the torso (thorax to global), thoracohumeral (humerus to torso), and 
elbow (forearm to humerus) segments, a time varying rotation matrix was constructed between 
the GCS [G] and the cluster LCS, “[G to M] rotation matrix”, using the position data from the 
back, upper arm, and forearm marker clusters. Next, a rotation matrix between the GCS and the 
anatomical coordinate system, “[G to A] rotation matrix”, was calculated for each segment by 
Segment Origin Local Coordinate System 
Thorax SS 
Yt – The line connecting the midpoint between XP 
and T8 and the midpoint between SS and C7, 
pointing up. 
Zt – The line perpendicular to the plane formed by 
SS, C7, and the midpoint between XP and T8, 
pointing to the right. 
Xt – The common line perpendicular to the Zt and 
Yt axes, pointing forward. 
Humerus GH 
Yh – The line connecting GH and the midpoint of 
LE and ME, pointing to GH. 
Xh – The line perpendicular to the plane formed by 
LE, ME, and GH, pointing forward. 
Zh – The common line perpendicular to the Yh and 
Zh axes, pointing to the right. 
Forearm US 
Yf – The line connecting US and the midpoint 
between LE and ME, pointing proximally. 
Xf – The line perpendicular to the plane through 
US, RS, and the midpoint between LE and ME, 
pointing forward. 
Zf – The common line perpendicular to the Xf and 
Yf axes, pointing to the right. 
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finding the dot product of the time varying [G to M] matrix and the constant [M to A] matrix for 
the back, upper arm, and forearm clusters. With the LCS of each segment, rotation matrices were 
calculated between the distal LCS and the proximal LCS to extract joint angles for the thorax, 
thoracohumeral and elbow joints. This was done by multiplying the transpose of the distal LCS 
(transpose of [G to A] matrix = [A to G] matrix) by the proximal LCS [G to A] matrix. The 
created direction cosine matrices were decomposed based on the recommended Euler/Cardan 
rotation sequences and clinical interpretations from Wu et al. (2005) (Table 7) to extract joint 
angles. For the thorax and elbow, the ZXY rotation sequence (Equation 1) was used for all 
exercises. A YXY’ rotation sequence (Equation 2) was used to calculate thoracohumeral joint 
angles for the internal rotation, external rotation, and standing row exercises since participants 
were unlikely to raise their humerus above 90˚. For the shoulder flexion, shoulder scaption, and 
shoulder abduction exercises, an alternative rotation sequence of XZY (Equation 3) was used to 
calculate thoracohumeral joint angles since gimbal lock occurs when approaching 0˚ and 180˚ of 
glenohumeral elevation with the YXY’ rotation sequence (Phadke et al., 2011). Finally, to 
quantify the shoulder shrug cue, a “clavicle” vector was created using the line connecting the 
suprasternal notch (SS) and the right or left acromion (ACR) anatomical markers (Figure 7). The 
dot product of the “clavicle” vector and the vector of the y-axis of the thorax local coordinate 
system was calculated and the arccosine was computed to obtain the time-series angle between 
these vectors. This method defined a shrug movement, alternatively it has been quantified by 
tracking scapular movement using the acromion cluster method (van Andel et al., 2009; 







Figure 7: Visual representation of the angle calculated to represent the shoulder shrug cue. The 
red arrow represents the “clavicle” vector (ACR – SS), the black arrow (Yt) represents the y-axis 
vector of the thorax LCS, and theta (q) represents the angle calculated by the arccosine of the dot 
product of both vectors. 
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Table 7: Rotation sequences for joint angle calculations with clinical interpretations as outlined 
by Wu et al. (2005) for rotation axes as denoted by e1, e2 and e3.   
Joint Rotation and Clinical Interpretations 
Thorax to Global 
Rotation Sequence: Z-X-Y 
e1: Z-axis of the global coordinate system. Rotation (aGT): flexion (-) & 
extension (+). 
e3: The axis coincident with the Y-axis of the thorax coordinate system. 
Rotation (gGT): axial rotation to the left (+) & to the right (-). 
e2: The common axis perpendicular to e1 and e3, the rotated X-axis of 
the thorax. Rotation (bGT): lateral flexion to the right (+) & to the left (-). 
Thoracohumeral 
Rotation Sequence: Y-X-Y’ 
e1: The axis coincident with the Y-axis of the thorax coordinate system. 
Rotation (gh): plane of elevation where 0° is abduction & 90° is forward 
flexion. 
e3: Axial rotation around the Y-axis of the humerus. Rotation (gh)2: 
internal rotation (+) & external rotation (-). 
e2: The axis coincident with the X-axis of the humerus coordinate 
system. Rotation (bh): elevation (-). 
Elbow 
Rotation Sequence: Z-X-Y 
e1: The axis coincident with the Z-axis of the humerus coordinate 
system. Rotation (aHF): flexion (+) & hyperextension (-). 
e3: The axis coincident with the Y-axis of the forearm coordinate 
system. Rotation (gHF): pronation (+) & supination (-). 
e2: The common axis perpendicular to e1 and e3, the rotated X-axis of 
the forearm coordinate system. Rotation (bHF): carrying angle. 
 
All of the calculations for joints angles associated with movement cues for each exercise 
(Table 8) were completed using a custom MATLAB 2019a program (MathWorks, 
Massachusetts, USA). From the time-series joint angle data, the maximum and minimum joint 
angles was extracted for each 5th, 10th, and 15th repetition of each exercise. Range of motion for 
each movement cue was obtained by subtracting the minimum angle from the maximum angle 
for each extracted repetition, for each of the six rehabilitative shoulder exercises. Joint angles 
were computed for the torso and dominant arm of participants in the asymptomatic group and for 
the torso and affected arm of participants in the symptomatic group. 
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Table 8: Selected compensatory movement cues and their associated joint angles used for 
comparison between standard and simulated compensatory exercise performance by the 
asymptomatic group. 




• raise the ‘affected’ arm to 90° of 
shoulder flexion 
• bend the trunk laterally towards the 
arm used to raise the ‘affected’ arm 
• shrug the shoulder of the ‘affected’ 
arm when approaching 90º 
• thoracohumeral elevation 
• torso lateral flexion  




• raise the ‘affected’ arm to 90° of 
shoulder flexion 
• bend the trunk laterally towards the 
arm used to raise the ‘affected’ arm 
• shrug the shoulder of the ‘affected’ 
arm when approaching 90º 
• thoracohumeral elevation 
• torso lateral flexion  




• raise the arm to 90º of shoulder 
abduction 
• internally rotate the upper arm 
• internally rotate the forearm 
• shrug the shoulder of the moving arm 
when approaching 90º 
 
• thoracohumeral elevation 
• thoracohumeral axial 
rotation 
• forearm axial rotation 





• let the elbow come off the torso 
• shrug the shoulder of the arm 
performing the movement 
• rotate the torso in the same direction 
as the forearm movement 
• thoracohumeral elevation 
• torso axial rotation 






• let the elbow come off the torso 
• shrug the shoulder of the arm 
performing the movement 
• rotate the torso in the same direction 
as the forearm movement 
• thoracohumeral elevation 
• torso axial rotation 






• pull the band upwards in a diagonal 
motion towards the shoulders 
• shrug the shoulders 
• elbow flexion 
• shoulder shrug 
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3.4.2 Statistical Analysis 
3.4.2.1 Statistical Parametric Mapping 
 For this study, an open-source MATLAB code for statistical parametric mapping (SPM) 
was used to perform statistical analyses of time-series joint angle data (Pataky, 2012). SPM is a 
technique used to compare smooth one-dimensional data and provide continuous topological 
statistical analysis (Pataky, 2010). SPM possesses the advantages of presenting results in the 
original time spectrum and decisively distinguishing between groups and tasks when interpreting 
kinematic data (Li et al., 2016). This technique was originally used to analyze cerebral blood 
flow in three-dimensional positron emission tomography (PET) scans and functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) images (Friston et al., 1991; Worsley et al., 1992). To test hypothesis 
#1, a series of paired t-tests were used to determine differences between standard and simulated 
compensatory exercise movement patterns of the asymptomatic group for the time-series curves 
of each joint angle associated with compensatory cues for the trunk, thoracohumeral and elbow 
kinematics (MacLean & Dickerson, 2019). Statistical significance was set to P < 0.05. 
3.4.2.2 Mann-Whitney U Test 
 Mann-Whitney U tests were used to test hypothesis #2 by comparing the mean 
differences of maximum angle and ROM measures for asymptomatic simulated compensatory 
movement and symptomatic movement for trunk, thoracohumeral, and elbow kinematics for 
each of the six exercises performed. The Mann-Whitney U test is a non-parametric test that was 
selected over the independent samples t-test due to the uncertainty in the normal distribution of 
the data (Mann & Whitney, 1947; Hinton, 2010). Statistical significance was set to P < 0.05. All 
Mann-Whitney U tests were performed using SPSS version 26.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY).
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4.0 Results 
 The results of this study are presented by exercise in the order that they were performed 
during the experimental protocol. The results for each exercise begin with a focus on the time-
series joint angle profiles of the mean 10th repetition of each exercise from the asymptomatic 
group performing standard and simulated compensatory exercise movement. Next, the results of 
the maximum angle and ROM measures compare the 5th, 10th, and 15th repetitions of exercise 
movement by the symptomatic group and the simulated compensatory exercise movement of the 
asymptomatic group. Each of the 17 participants completed 20 repetitions of the six exercises 
following the appropriate experimental protocol. Individual results for each participant’s average 
maximum angle and ROM for each of the cues associated with each exercise are reported in 
Appendix B. 
 
4.1 Active Assisted Shoulder Flexion 
 During the active assisted shoulder flexion exercise, differences occurred in the time-
series data between the performance conditions of the asymptomatic group. Differences in 
exercise performance occurred during the comparison of the thoracohumeral elevation angles 
between 35% and 75% of the repetition cycle (p < 0.05) (Figure 8A). Although no statistical 
differences existed for the torso lateral flexion (Figure 8B) or shoulder shrug cues (Figure 8C), 
the simulated compensatory performance achieved a lower mean shoulder shrug angle equating 
to a higher shoulder shrug movement. When comparing the maximum angle and ROM measures 
for each cue, similar trends emerged across repetitions. Participants in the symptomatic group, 
achieved a higher maximum angle for thoracohumeral elevation (Figure 9), a lower ROM for 
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torso lateral flexion and a lower ROM for the shoulder shrug compared to asymptomatic 
participants that simulated compensatory cues. Significant differences existed in the torso lateral 
flexion ROM with differences of 8˚ (p = 0.014) at the 10th repetition and 8˚ (p = 0.033) at the 15th 
repetition (Figure 10). A difference of 6˚ (p = 0.043) emerged for the ROM of the shoulder shrug 
cue at the 15th repetition, between the two groups (Figure 11).
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Figure 8: Averaged participant group thoracohumeral elevation angle (left), torso lateral flexion angle (middle) and shoulder shrug angle (right) for 
asymptomatic participants performing active assisted shoulder flexion standard exercise movement (grey) and simulated compensatory exercise 
movement (red), time normalized to a full repetition cycle (10th repetition). One standard deviation for each condition is represented by the shaded 
grey and red areas. Associated SPM z-scores are reported below the average time-series data, with critical z-scores represented by the red dashed 
lines. Z-scores that exceed the critical value represent significant differences between conditions and are marked with an asterisk (*) over the area(s) 
where they exist.




Figure 9: Thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the active assisted shoulder flexion 






Figure 10: Torso lateral flexion ROM for the active assisted shoulder flexion exercise at the 5th, 
10th and 15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. An asterisk (*) indicates 
significance at P < 0.05 within a repetition. 
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Figure 11: Shoulder shrug ROM for the active assisted shoulder flexion exercise at the 5th, 10th 
and 15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. An asterisk (*) indicates significance 
at P < 0.05 within a repetition. 
 
4.2 Active Assisted Shoulder Scaption 
 Throughout the active assisted shoulder scaption exercise, similar differences occurred in 
the time-series data comparison of the asymptomatic group. Differences in thoracohumeral 
elevation angle occurred between 30% to 60% of the repetition cycle (p < 0.05) (Figure 12A), 
but none for the torso lateral flexion (Figure 12B) or shoulder shrug (Figure 12C) time-series 
data. Asymptomatic participants once again achieved a lower mean shoulder shrug angle when 
simulating a compensatory shoulder shrug. Further, the maximum angle and ROM measures 
behaved similarly as in the active assisted shoulder flexion exercise. Symptomatic participants 
achieved a higher maximum angle for thoracohumeral elevation (Figure 13), a lower ROM for 
torso lateral flexion (Figure 14) and a lower ROM for the shoulder shrug when compared to the 
simulated compensatory movements of the asymptomatic participants. A significant difference 
only occurred in the 15th repetition for the shoulder shrug cue ROM with a difference of 6˚ (p = 
0.033) between the two groups (Figure 15).
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Figure 12: Averaged participant group thoracohumeral elevation angle (left), torso lateral flexion angle (middle) and shoulder shrug angle (right) for 
asymptomatic participants performing active assisted shoulder scaption standard exercise movement (grey) and simulated compensatory exercise 
movement (red), time normalized to a full repetition cycle (10th repetition). One standard deviation for each condition is represented by the shaded 
grey and red areas. Associated SPM z-scores are reported below the average time-series data, with critical z-scores represented by the red dashed 
lines. Z-scores that exceed the critical value represent significant differences between conditions and are marked with an asterisk (*) over the area(s) 
where they exist.




Figure 13: Thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the active assisted shoulder scaption 






Figure 14: Torso lateral flexion ROM for the active assisted shoulder scaption exercise at the 
5th, 10th and 15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. 
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Figure 15: Shoulder shrug ROM for the active assisted shoulder scaption exercise at the 5th, 
10th and 15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. An asterisk (*) indicates 
significance at P < 0.05 within a repetition. 
 
4.3 Shoulder Abduction 
 During the shoulder abduction exercise, there were differences in both the time-series and 
maximum angle data for thoracohumeral elevation. Differences in the time-series data for 
thoracohumeral elevation occurred between 35% and 60% of the repetition cycle (p < 0.05) 
(Figure 16A) with less thoracohumeral elevation in the compensatory performance. For the 
remainder of the cues, no differences existed but compensatory performances included more 
thoracohumeral internal rotation (Figure 16B), more elbow internal rotation (Figure 16C) from 
20% to 65% of the repetition cycle and a lower shoulder shrug angle (Figure 16D) compared to 
the standard exercise movement performances. Moreover, differences persisted across repetitions 
assessed for thoracohumeral maximum angle with the symptomatic group attaining a higher 
maximum angle than the compensatory group. Differences of 39˚ (p = 0.011), 36˚ (p = 0.022), 
and 33˚ (p = 0.042) occurred for the 5th, 10th and 15th repetition respectively (Figure 17).
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Figure 16: Averaged participant group thoracohumeral elevation angle (top left), 
thoracohumeral internal/external rotation (top right), elbow internal/external rotation (bottom 
left) and shoulder shrug angle (bottom right) for asymptomatic participants performing shoulder 
abduction standard exercise movement (grey) and simulated compensatory exercise movement 
(red), time normalized to a full repetition cycle (10th repetition). One standard deviation for each 
condition is represented by the shaded grey and red areas. Associated SPM z-scores are reported 
below the average time-series data, with critical z-scores represented by the red dashed lines. Z-
scores that exceed the critical value represent significant differences between conditions and are 




No differences emerged in the other cues, but symptomatic participants had more 
thoracohumeral axial rotation ROM (Figure 18), less forearm axial rotation ROM (Figure 19), 
and less shoulder shrug ROM (Figure 20) than the asymptomatic simulated compensatory 
movements. 
 
Figure 17: Thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the shoulder abduction exercise at the 
5th, 10th and 15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. An asterisk (*) indicates 
significance at P < 0.05 within a repetition. 
 
Figure 18: Thoracohumeral axial rotation ROM for the shoulder abduction exercise at the 5th, 




Figure 19: Forearm axial rotation ROM for the shoulder abduction exercise at the 5th, 10th, and 






Figure 20: Shoulder shrug ROM for the shoulder abduction exercise at the 5th, 10th and 15th 




4.4 Internal Rotation 
 Throughout the internal rotation exercise, no differences occurred in the time-series data 
while significant differences only emerged in the shrug ROM data. Although the time-series data 
of each cue included no significant differences in performance, the compensatory condition 
demonstrated higher thoracohumeral elevation angle (Figure 21A), less axial rotation of the torso 
(Figure 21B) and lower shoulder shrug angle (Figure 21C) throughout the repetition cycle, 
compared to the performance of standard exercise movement cues. For the symptomatic versus 
asymptomatic compensatory comparison, the symptomatic group had a lower maximum 
thoracohumeral elevation angle across all repetitions with no significant differences present 
(Figure 22). For torso axial rotation ROM, the symptomatic group had lower values across all 
repetitions with no significant differences (Figure 23). Finally, the shoulder shrug ROM showed 
differences between groups of 8˚ (p = 0.005), 5˚ (p = 0.011), and 6˚ (p = 0.022) at the 5th, 10th 
and 15th repetitions respectively (Figure 24).
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Figure 21: Averaged participant group thoracohumeral elevation angle (left), torso axial rotation angle (middle) and shoulder shrug angle (right) for 
asymptomatic participants performing shoulder internal rotation standard exercise movement (grey) and simulated compensatory exercise movement 
(red), time normalized to a full repetition cycle (10th repetition). One standard deviation for each condition is represented by the shaded grey and red 
areas. Associated SPM z-scores are reported below the average time-series data, with critical z-scores represented by the red dashed lines. Z-scores 
that exceed the critical value represent significant differences between conditions and are marked with an asterisk (*) over the area(s) where they 
exist.




Figure 22: Thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the shoulder internal rotation exercise 






Figure 23: Torso axial rotation ROM for the shoulder internal rotation exercise at the 5th, 10th 
and 15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. 
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Figure 24: Shoulder shrug ROM for the shoulder internal rotation exercise at the 5th, 10th and 
15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. An asterisk (*) indicates significance at P 
< 0.05 within a repetition. 
 
4.5 External Rotation 
 During the external rotation exercise, no differences occurred in the time-series data, 
while differences in maximum angle and ROM emerged between the symptomatic and 
asymptomatic groups. Although no differences emerged between the performance of both 
conditions by the asymptomatic group (Figure 25), participants had higher thoracohumeral 
elevation and achieved their maximum angle around 65% of the repetition cycle. When 
comparing between the symptomatic and asymptomatic compensatory groups, differences 
existed at each repetition for thoracohumeral elevation (5th repetition = 35˚, p = 0.005; 10th 
repetition = 39˚, p = 0.003; 15th repetition = 37˚, p = 0.003) (Figure 26). For the axial rotation 
ROM of the torso, differences were only present during the 5th repetition (8˚, p = 0.040) (Figure 
27). Finally, differences occurred at each repetition for the shoulder shrug cue (5th repetition = 
7˚, p = 0.001; 10th repetition = 7˚, p = 0.001; 15th repetition = 7˚, p = 0.001) (Figure 28). 
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Figure 25: Averaged participant group thoracohumeral elevation angle (left), torso axial rotation angle (middle) and shoulder shrug angle (right) for 
asymptomatic participants performing shoulder external rotation standard exercise movement (grey) and simulated compensatory exercise movement 
(red), time normalized to a full repetition cycle (10th repetition). One standard deviation for each condition is represented by the shaded grey and red 
areas. Associated SPM z-scores are reported below the average time-series data, with critical z-scores represented by the red dashed lines. Z-scores 
that exceed the critical value represent significant differences between conditions and are marked with an asterisk (*) over the area(s) where they 
exist.




Figure 26: Thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the shoulder external rotation exercise 
at the 5th, 10th and 15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. An asterisk (*) 






Figure 27: Torso axial rotation ROM for the shoulder external rotation exercise at the 5th, 10th 
and 15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. An asterisk (*) indicates significance 
at P < 0.05 within a repetition. 
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Figure 28: Shoulder shrug ROM for the shoulder external rotation exercise at the 5th, 10th and 
15th repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. An asterisk (*) indicates significance at P 
< 0.05 within a repetition. 
 
4.6 Standing Row 
 Throughout the standing row exercise, only one difference emerged from the comparison 
of symptomatic and asymptomatic performance. The time-series data showed no differences 
between performance conditions for either cue during the repetition cycle. However, the 
simulated compensatory condition attained peak elbow flexion earlier in the repetition cycle and 
had a lower shoulder shrug angle throughout the entire cycle (Figure 29). Next, no differences 
emerged in the elbow flexion ROM data across all repetitions, but the symptomatic group 
consistently had less elbow flexion ROM than the asymptomatic compensatory performance 
(Figure 30). Finally, for the shoulder shrug ROM, the only between-group difference was for the 




Figure 29: Averaged participant group elbow flexion/extension angle (left) and shoulder shrug angle (right) for asymptomatic participants 
performing standing row standard exercise movement (grey) and simulated compensatory exercise movement (red), time normalized to a full 
repetition cycle (10th repetition). One standard deviation for each condition is represented by the shaded grey and red areas. Associated SPM z-scores 
are reported below the average time-series data, with critical z-scores represented by the red dashed lines. Z-scores that exceed the critical value 




Figure 30: Elbow flexion ROM for the standing row exercise at the 5th, 10th and 15th 









Figure 31: Shoulder shrug ROM for the standing row exercise at the 5th, 10th and 15th 
repetitions. Error bars indicate standard deviation. An asterisk (*) indicates significance at P < 
0.05 within a repetition. 
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5.0 Discussion 
 The primary goal of this thesis was to systematically determine whether a healthy 
asymptomatic group of participants were capable of simulating compensatory exercise 
movement cues associated with subacromial impingement rotator cuff pathology. Comparisons 
were made between two conditions of movement cues (standard and compensatory) performed 
by the same group of asymptomatic participants, while symptomatic participants’ exercise 
movements were compared to the simulated compensatory exercise movements of the 
asymptomatic group. The results suggest that asymptomatic individuals were successful in 
performing certain movement cues based on the changes of their time-series joint angle profiles. 
The results also suggest that the compensatory cues performed by the asymptomatic group 
represented an exaggerated or “worst-case” scenario of movement compensation, which was not 
representative of all collected individuals who were symptomatic for subacromial impingement 
syndrome. Yet, there was a wide spectrum of movement patterns recorded for the symptomatic 
group where participants fell within the exercise movement ranges of standard and compensatory 
performance of the asymptomatic group. For example, two symptomatic participants achieved a 
mean thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle that was below 8o˚ and were among the 
asymptomatic simulated compensatory data, while three symptomatic participants were above 
130˚ of elevation and were among asymptomatic standard exercise performances (Figure 32). 
The similarities and differences in kinematics between different groups and conditions 
encourages additional assessment of compensatory movements in rehabilitative shoulder 
exercises in order to better define the ranges that distinguish standard and compensatory 
performances. This study also showed that future investigations involving exercise tracking with 
ML algorithms may benefit from a broader shoulder kinematic dataset encompassing a wide 
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spectrum of exercise performances of both standard and compensatory movements to recognize 
individuals at various stages of rehabilitation. 
 
 
Figure 32: Mean thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the active assisted shoulder 
flexion exercise of all participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” 
after their subject number signifies the same asymptomatic participant performing compensatory 
movement cues. Similar figures for other exercise movements are shown in Appendix B. 
 
5.1 Hypotheses 
5.1.1 Hypothesis #1 
 Hypothesis #1 stated that there would be detectable differences in trunk, thoracohumeral 
and elbow kinematic patterns between standard exercise movements and simulated 
compensatory exercise movements performed by the asymptomatic group. This hypothesis was 
partially accepted. Detectable differences were only present in three out of eighteen comparisons. 
The time-series joint angle profiles for thoracohumeral elevation during active assisted shoulder 
flexion, active assisted shoulder scaption and shoulder abduction had detectable differences 
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around the middle portion of the repetition cycle, as participants were instructed in the 
movement cues to elevate their arm to shoulder height (approximately 90˚ of elevation) for the 
compensatory condition and to the maximal height they could attain (approximately 180˚ of 
elevation) for the asymptomatic condition.  
5.1.2 Hypothesis #2 
 Hypothesis #2 stated that asymptomatic individuals performing simulated compensatory 
shoulder exercise movement cues would have similar maximum angle and ROM outcomes for 
trunk, thoracohumeral and elbow movements compared to symptomatic individuals performing 
the same shoulder exercise movements. This hypothesis was partially accepted. Out of fifty-four 
comparisons, thirty-six repetitions were not significantly different when comparing the same 
exercise and repetition number between symptomatic and asymptomatic (compensatory) groups. 
The movement cues that had no similarity across any repetitions within the same exercise 
included: shoulder abduction – thoracohumeral elevation; shoulder internal rotation – shoulder 
shrug; and shoulder external rotation – thoracohumeral elevation and shoulder shrug. 
 
5.2 Kinematics 
5.2.1 Time-Series Data 
 Based on the analyzed time-series data, the results suggest that asymptomatic participants 
were capable of achieving two different targets and movement patterns for a specific movement 
cue for the same exercise. Differences were detected when comparing time-series joint angle 
profiles of specific movements cues during different rehabilitative shoulder exercises. As 
mentioned in section 5.1.1, differences emerged between standard and simulated compensatory 
movement performed by the asymptomatic group for thoracohumeral elevation during active 
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assisted shoulder flexion, scaption and shoulder abduction. This is reflected in the timing and 
manner in which they attained the desired cue and returned to the starting position of the 
exercise. The thoracohumeral elevation angle for each of the three exercises had participants 
achieve peak elevation angle around 90˚ of shoulder flexion and abduction later in the repetition 
cycle (around 60% to 65%) for the compensatory condition compared to a higher peak elevation 
angle of shoulder flexion and abduction at approximately 50% of the repetition cycle for the 
standard movement condition. For the time-series data that did not show detectable differences in 
the movement cues, the information provided from the means and standard deviations of the 
compensatory condition suggests that asymptomatic participants were still able to execute two 
different motions based on the visual trends. For example, in Figure 24, the compensatory 
conditions included increased thoracohumeral elevation and shoulder elevation (reaching the 
peak around 65% of the repetition cycle) while maintaining a steady axial rotation angle of the 
torso throughout the cycle. Additionally, use of the SPM approach to visualize and identify 
differences in the time-series movement patterns can help to confirm appropriate classification of 
the wrist-worn IMU data for the exercise performance conditions (standard and compensatory) 
of the asymptomatic group. This ability will benefit the development of ML models by providing 
more accurate labels of time-series sensor data towards the goal of improved exercise 
recognition and adherence tracking for health care providers. Being able to visualize how 
different movement cues are being performed simultaneously may also provide additional depth 
to movement training where patients can be given specific cues to correct potential 
compensatory movements at each segment, thereby enhancing the treatment plan of each patient 
(Santos et al., 2018). Additionally, this was the first study to apply SPM analysis to assess 
kinematic waveforms of the torso and upper limbs of individuals performing rehabilitative 
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shoulder exercises. This provided the advantage of using SPM to analyze the complexity of a 
movement in its entirety (Papi et al., 2020) throughout a movement cycle and gain insight into 
what was occurring simultaneously at different segments. 
5.2.2 Maximum Angle & ROM Measures 
 Many of the maximum angle and ROM measures suggest that asymptomatic participants 
were able to closely simulate compensatory exercise movements associated with a symptomatic 
population from a statistical standpoint when differences were not identified between group 
means. For example, during the active assisted shoulder flexion exercise, there was no difference 
between the means from both groups if they were within 30˚ of thoracohumeral elevation, had a 
difference in torso lateral flexion below 7.5˚ or a difference in shrug ROM below 6˚. This 
suggests that some of the compensatory cues performed by the asymptomatic group may depict 
compensatory movement in a symptomatic population suffering from SAIS or RCT. Although 
some of the differences found may not be statistically different, clinically relevant differences 
may be present within the data. Previous studies evaluating kinematics of patients with SAIS 
have focused on functional movements, activities of daily living (Ludewig & Cook, 2000; Kelly 
et al., 2005; Hall et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016) and on scapular kinematics as altered scapular 
movement has been reported in patients with SAIS (Saito et al., 2018). This study was an initial 
attempt to quantify torso and upper limb kinematics in asymptomatic and symptomatic 
populations which may provide important information on how other segments of the body may 
affect the effectiveness of rehabilitative shoulder exercises. Due to the age range of both sample 
groups in the current work, no direct comparisons to previous work on impingement kinematics 
was attempted. It has been suggested that younger populations with SAIS or RCT have 
decreased ROM in internal and external rotation movements (Senbursa et al., 2007; van Andel et 
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al., 2008) while older populations have decreased ROM in flexion, extension, abduction and 
external rotation movements (Hall et al., 2011). Additional analysis and comparison of the 
results may provide further agreement with the previous literature, while the current analysis 
suggests similar trends in movement for symptomatic individuals performing rehabilitative 
shoulder exercises. 
Although the mean outcome measures of each movement cue may not describe the 
entirety of a symptomatic or asymptomatic population, analyzing each individual performance 
may provide insight into the variability of the movements captured as well as the range of 
movement that participants with and without symptoms will achieve. For example, individual 
performances of thoracohumeral elevation during active assisted shoulder flexion (Figure 32) 
illustrate that the symptomatic group had achieved thoracohumeral elevation angles between 60˚ 
to 170˚, the asymptomatic group ranged from 90˚ to 170˚ and the asymptomatic simulated 
compensatory condition varied from 55˚ to 140˚. By having asymptomatic participants perform 
both standard and compensatory movements as worst- and best-case scenarios for performance, 
all movements of the symptomatic group fell within the established spectrum of movement. This 
figure also demonstrates that asymptomatic individuals could attain target cues based on the 
movement instructions provided. Additionally, for the torso lateral flexion cue (Figure 33 – 
Appendix B), individual performances of compensatory movement by the asymptomatic group 
reflected symptomatic individual behaviors which included increased ROM in torso lateral 
flexion. Again, these results suggest that asymptomatic individuals could execute the movement 
cue properly as the compensatory values are grouped more towards the right of the graph 
indicating an increase in torso lateral flexion ROM. Therefore, the collected data is an important 
step towards understanding movement differences in rehabilitative shoulder exercises between 
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asymptomatic and symptomatic individuals and towards determining the feasibility of building 
an exercise movement dataset strictly from asymptomatic individuals that would include and 
capture asymptomatic and symptomatic movements within its spectrum. 
 
5.3 Research Contributions and Applications 
 This thesis explored differences between asymptomatic and symptomatic torso and upper 
limb kinematics when performing rehabilitative shoulder exercises and helps to establish a 
foundation of kinematic knowledge regarding the torso and upper limb movement during 
therapeutic exercises. This complements previous kinematic studies which focused on 
scapulothoracic and thoracohumeral motion during functional movements and activities of daily 
living (Ludewig &Cook, 2000; Hall et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016; Vidt et al., 2016; Rossi et al., 
2020). The current findings suggest that asymptomatic individuals can execute various 
movement cues associated with standard and compensatory exercise movements, and that by 
performing both types of motion, they produce movements that span a wide range of 
symptomatic movement associated with SAIS and RCT injuries. Further, the kinematic and IMU 
data collected will assist future development of ML algorithms for tracking the adherence of 
physical therapy exercise programs, provide distinguishing features between different exercise 
performances, and help refine movement cues for future data collections to closely match 
symptomatic behaviors. As demonstrated by Burns et al. (2018), smartwatches containing an 
IMU can recognize different rehabilitative shoulder exercises. New kinematic data collected in 
this thesis will improve future research efforts to achieve a more accurate and generalizable ML 
model that can be implemented in clinical settings to track patient progression in real-time while 
providing feedback to both the clinician and the patient. 
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5.4 Limitations  
5.4.1 Kinematic Data Reduction 
 The work reported in this thesis should be considered with various limitations. First, the 
kinematic data reduction for the time-series, maximum angle and ROM measures may have 
obscured some nuanced results. Both maximum angle and ROM measures were evaluated at 
three repetitions out of a set of twenty and were further reduced to one number to represent 
group means and facilitate comparisons. An alternative approach would have been to average the 
values of each repetition for a set of exercises within participants to incorporate data from more 
repetitions. Adding additional repetitions would also increase to chance of capturing more of an 
individual’s movement variability as five repetitions could capture up to 95% of an individual’s 
variability (Frost et al., 2015). This would lower the potential sampling errors, but a minimum of 
three trials or repetitions was deemed adequate to capture a subject’s variability at a given point 
in time. For the time-series kinematic data, examining additional collected repetitions would 
capture more of the movement variability throughout the repetition cycle. This could illustrate 
changes in the movement patterns within the exercise set as a participant performs more 
repetitions and begins to fatigue towards the end of the set. 
5.4.2 Participant Sample 
 A second limitation to this thesis is the size of the participant sample. Due to the effect 
size used to calculate the minimum participant sample to yield a power value of 0.8, several 
potentially important group differences in the maximum angle and ROM measures may not be 
detected. Additional participants in both groups would improve sensitivity for identifying these 
potentially useful differences when it comes to statistical and clinical differences within the data. 
However, the complexity of the dataset collected retains value in the ML algorithm development. 
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Further, age differences, sex differences, and handedness were not considered for this sample. As 
suggested by previous literature, it is unlikely that sex differences or differences in hand 
dominance would affect performances (Milgrom et al., 1995; Tempelhof et al., 1999). However, 
age differences may influence movement strategies in both younger and older asymptomatic and 
symptomatic groups (Senbursa et al., 2007; van Andel et al., 2008; Hall et al., 2011). This occurs 
as the prevalence of RCT increases in part due to diminished quality of the muscles and tendons 
with increased age (Cooper & Ali, 2013). Finally, symptomatic classification was based on the 
result of two clinical impingement tests (Neer’s and Hawkins-Kennedy impingement tests) 
performed by the lead researcher. Although care was taken to accurately assess participants, 
some previous literature recommends the use of three clinical tests as this may increase the 
reliability in classifying participants as symptomatic or asymptomatic for SAIS (Alqunaee et al., 
2012). Future research could employ MRI or ultrasound imaging to formalize diagnoses of 
different rotator cuff pathologies. 
  
5.5 Future Directions 
 Valuable future work could focus on collecting additional kinematic and IMU data of 
symptomatic patients with specific diagnoses at various stages of their recovery. This additional 
data would provide a larger sample of symptomatic movement to include into the dataset while 
tracking the movement changes as a patient returns to a healthy asymptomatic status with normal 
function. Additionally, collecting EMG and supplemental kinematic data of asymptomatic 
performances of standard and compensatory movement with refined compensatory movement 
cues may provide clear distinctions between different movement types in a generalized ML 
model. 
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 Future work may also benefit from incorporating all collected repetitions into the dataset. 
This would provide some additional information on tracking the consistency of participant 
performances in the time-series, maximum angle and ROM measures. Additional repetitions 
would also confirm movement cue execution and ensure participants are not reverting to 
compensatory movements throughout a set of exercises. Also, a further breakdown in the 
comparisons when considering age and injury status may clarify if the origins of differences in 
kinematics relate to an individual’s specific injury or generalized factors such as aging and the 
weakening of the rotator cuff muscles. Although one generalized ML model to track exercise 
adherence would be ideal, it may be practical to have models tailored for younger and older 
populations to account for consistent age-based differences. 
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6.0 Conclusions 
  In conclusion, this study generated a robust set of detailed kinematic data using both 
asymptomatic and symptomatic subjects that will help to assist the development of ML 
algorithms towards the goal of improved tracking of rehabilitative exercise program adherence. 
This study was the first to have an asymptomatic group simulate compensatory exercise 
movement of a symptomatic group, with the larger goal of creating a diverse and inclusive 
dataset of kinematic and IMU data. Asymptomatic participants were successful in executing 
movement cues for both standard and compensatory exercise performances. Data captured 
included movement variability that better represents a spectrum between worst-case 
compensatory and best-case proper movement for the shoulder exercises performed. When 
comparing the similarities between the asymptomatic compensatory and symptomatic 
performances, several movement cues for compensatory exercise performance were good 
indicators of symptomatic movement patterns, while other cues require additional refinement. 
Further research is needed to better understand the range of symptomatic exercise performance, 
preferably in clinical populations, in order to make the appropriate changes to movement cue 
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Figure 33: Mean torso lateral flexion ROM for the active assisted shoulder flexion exercise of 
all participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject 




Figure 34: Mean shoulder shrug ROM for the active assisted shoulder flexion exercise of all 
participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject 





Figure 35: Mean thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the active assisted shoulder 
scaption exercise of all participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a 
“B” after their subject number signifies the same asymptomatic participant performing 





Figure 36: Mean torso lateral flexion ROM for the active assisted shoulder scaption exercise of 
all participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject 





Figure 37: Mean shoulder shrug ROM for the active assisted shoulder scaption exercise of all 
participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject 






Figure 38: Mean thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the shoulder abduction exercise 
of all participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their 






Figure 39: Mean thoracohumeral axial rotation ROM for the shoulder abduction exercise of all 
participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject 





Figure 40: Mean forearm axial rotation ROM for the shoulder abduction exercise of all 
participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject 





Figure 41: Mean shoulder shrug ROM for the shoulder abduction exercise of all participants. 
Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject number signifies 







Figure 42: Mean thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the internal rotation exercise of 
all participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject 






Figure 43: Mean torso axial rotation ROM for the internal rotation exercise of all participants. 
Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject number signifies 







Figure 44: Mean shoulder shrug ROM for the internal rotation exercise of all participants. Error 
bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject number signifies the 





Figure 45: Mean thoracohumeral elevation maximum angle for the external rotation exercise of 
all participants. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject 




Figure 46: Mean torso axial rotation ROM for the external rotation exercise of all participants. 
Error bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject number signifies 





Figure 47: Mean shoulder shrug ROM for the external rotation exercise of all participants. Error 
bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject number signifies the 






Figure 48: Mean elbow flexion ROM for the standing row exercise of all participants. Error bars 
indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject number signifies the same 





Figure 49: Mean shoulder shrug ROM for the standing row exercise of all participants. Error 
bars indicate standard deviation. Participants with a “B” after their subject number signifies the 
same asymptomatic participant performing compensatory movement cues. 
